Introduction
• In crowding, identification and discrimination of target stimulus attributes are impaired by neighbouring stimuli
• Crowding has been explained by spatial pooling and feature integration
• The present results on configural effects in crowding challenge simple pooling explanations
Methods
• Contrast and orientation discrimination thresholds were measured for a Gabor target (3.3 cpd, 5.9 deg eccentricity)
• The target was flanked on both sides by 7 Gabors Conditions: 1. Flank length: The flank Gabor length was varied relative to the target Gabor:
2. Flank structure: Each flank was constructed either of two or three small Gabors:
3. Positional uncertainty (control): Flank length was linearly increased to give a pointer to the target location:
• The conditions testing the effect of flank length and structure were run twice, by keeping constant 1. Michelson contrast of the flanks, and 2. contrast energy of the flanks
Results

Flank length Contrast discrimination
Orientation discrimination
• Crowding is strongest with equal-length flanks • Crowding is greatly reduced when the flanks are either shorter or longer than the target
• This effect does not depend on contrast energy 2. Flank structure
• Crowding is strongest when the structure of the flanks matches the structure of the target (EE=equal contrast energy)
Results
Positional uncertainty
Contrast discrimination
• No difference in thresholds between the equallength flanks and the 'cued' condition ⇒ The crowding effect we observed is not due to positional uncertainty
Conclusions
• Crowding is strongest when the target forms a coherent textural whole with the flanks • Crowding is reduced when the target is perceptually uncoupled from the flanking stimuli -This cannot be explained simply by target-flank differences in orientation, spatial frequency, phase, or contrast energy
• The spatial interactions leading to crowding occur within, but not between, 'perceptual wholes'
